New horizons in diagnosis and management of endocrine tumors.
Endocrine tumors were considered relatively infrequent neoplasms. However, during the last decades, their frequency gradually increased. The use of imaging techniques, guided FNA biopsy, an endoscope camera in the investigation of endocrine lesions, permits early diagnosis. At the histological level, new applications such as non-biotin containing immunohistochemical detection systems, tyramide amplification method, in situ hybridization, FISH, CGH, and other molecular techniques have provided better knowledge on the protein and molecular background. The investigation of somatostatin and dopamine receptors assists targeted therapy of endocrine tumors. Novel treatment modalities have emerged for the management of pituitary and gastroenteropancreatic tumors respectively. Despite this progress, in some instances, the morphological diagnosis remains questionable. Similarities among normal elements, hyperplastic conditions and benign or malignant lesions can make separation difficult. The "gray zones" representing the overlapping in the sequence of normal parenchyma/ hyperplasia/ adenoma/ carcinoma signify a difficult and controversial diagnostic task, which merits special attention. Furthermore, in most endocrine tumors, the diagnosis of carcinoma is justified only in the presence of local or distant metastases. More precise guidelines are needed, by improving the currently available criteria, to minimize the "gray zones", leading to a more accurate separation of such endocrine lesions.